
Cruise Crossword
A change from previous 
information, please drop 
your completed crosswords 
to the Sailing Office by 3 
May. Winners will be 
announced at the Cruise 
Presentation Dinner.

Photo Competition 
Overall winners of the pho-
tography competition will be 
judged by the Cruise Com-
mittee and announced at the 
Cruise Presentation Dinner. 
There are two prizes, one for 
each category, a $100 RSYS 
food & beverage voucher.

Presentation
The Cruise presentation 
dinner will be on Friday 23 
April.

RSYS Carabella Room  
18:30 for 19:00

Dinner $?, child $? Book or 
join a table, front@rsys-
.com.au or call Reception.

All Your Photos
THANK YOU! We’ve 
received so many wonderful 
photos, too many to print 
here. They’re sure to make 
their way to the website and 
news.

Round-up
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Today’s Racing
12:30 Inshore Race 1

Today’s Cruising
Free day

Tonight’s Mooring
Mushroom Bay

Tonight’s Social
17:00 Progressive 
Dinner

TIDES - Cottage Point

Sunny. 

Winds: Westerly 15 to 20 
knots, locally reaching 25 
knots.

Seas: Below 0.5 metres.

Min 14
21

The Cruise News needs you, 
your stories, photographs, 
editorials and scuttlebutt.

Please send them to:
- rsyscruise@gmail.com
- or radio us to collect them 
from you on a USB stick.

News Contributions

Julian Farren-Price and crew

Gilligan’s Beach

A rare occurrence on the 51st cruise. Enough breeze for everyone to comfortably 
sail a full course. And don’t we deserve it after living with Covid and missing the 
2020 cruise? (as I write this we are in Refuge Bay in a glass out with all the 
boats lights looking like fairy lights despite the heavy weather predicted).

Having said that how lucky are we and Australia as a whole with our Covid 
situation.

Today we had a notoriously variable west/south-west breeze with wind from 
about 5-21knots!

Our big and ultimately fateful decision on About Time was whether to go for a 
number 2 or 3. As it is not my boat we went for a 2 and paid for it. Good to keep 
the team busy around Palm Beach changing headsails though.

The fleet got off on time with nice pressure with some reaching and some goose 
winging down the harbour. From Sydney Heads it was more or less a straight 
run to Barrenjoey then work to the finish at Flint and Steel.

Swell was a bit tricky and steering a Beneteau 47.7 certainly highlighted the 
capability of a Cookson 50!

Carabella showed the way and easily was today’s scratch boat. Well done to 
Margaret Rintoul, first on handicap.

Boats mostly finished between 2:30 and 3:30 and promptly got ready for the 
traditional Hallets Beach party.

The fleet embraced the Gilligan’s Island theme although Marians custard cream 
pies were short in supply, very sad! Fortunately we had no shipwrecks and 
castaways but the week is young.

So having started doing the RSYS cruise in 1994 my thoughts are that I am just 
so grateful to be here especially after the last 12 or so months. It is a privilege to 
spend a week with such great like minded friends and as they say there is 
nothing so wonderful as mucking around in boats, especially with great people 
and an even greater cellar as we have on our ships.

But will we survive the internal conflict of playing 500. History would say, 
unlikely (especially when mixed with the aforementioned cellar).

The team of About Time/Solitude wish everyone a wonderful and safe week 
filled with great friendship and a modest amount of adventure.
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SCUTTLEBUTT
Sunday, 11 April 2021

Photographic
Show off your photography 
skills to win a $100 RSYS 
food voucher! Two catego-
ries, "Afloat": a subject 
which includes boats under 
sail or power. "Other": any 
subject on shore or at 
anchor. One entry per person 
per category per day. Submit 
photos to Mischief by 6pm 
daily.

Nav-est
Radio in your estimated 
elapsed time for the race 
each day. Win a VHF hand-
held radio kindly donated by 
Coursemaster!

Cruise Crossword
Test your cryptic powers and 
boat knowledge.

Competitions

Entering the photo competition?
Top Photographic Tips for Sailing Photos

We hope you can get off Gilligan’s Beach

1 Get your horizons straight on the waterline. If your shot has a close-up subject or arty 
then it may not apply, else DO IT! A quick edit to rotate the image even a little if needed.

2 Clean your lense, mobile or SLR. A quick rub on your not-too-salty soft cotton t-shirt 
will be better than greasy finger prints from holding your phone.

3 Keep it stable. Even phones have built-in stabilisation these days, but usually only on 
the physical buttons, so avoid using the touch screen. Hold it in both hands, and use 
something to brace yourself, lean somewhere secure, preferably inside the vessel.

4 Post-process your photos. Again the built-in phone apps are pretty great or download 
some others to test out. On computer my favourite is Lightroom. For best results shoot 
RAW file type if available. Do you need to lighten a bit, fill in some light on shadowed 
areas, or add contrast, or sharpen the file - and I don’t mean slap on an instagram filter!

5 My favourite sailing photo camera mode is aperture priority. Use just one dial to 
make quick adjustments, down in the small numbers like 4.5 for crew head shots. Or up 
around 8-11 for wide scene with lots of boats.

6 Light. Learn to read the light then you’re half way there. Whether early morning or 
later afternoon golden hour, or shadows, or contrast. Some of my favourite times are 
storms, dark grey clouds with sunlight breaking through for high contrast light.

7 Tried photo-burst? Many phones will take a burst of photos for as long as you hold 
down the physical button. Then choose the best one from the batch. Same goes for SLR 
cameras with those fast moving 20 knot mark roundings where there’s lots of yelling, 
some great facial expressions to be captured!

Good luck and have fun!

After: Straiten, add con-
trast, lighten, fill shad-
ows, crop sky. I’ll bet 
now you’ll notice all 
those crooked horizons!

Before: sailing downhill 
on that crooked horizon

Your resident pro-photographer & Logbook contributor, Kylie Wilson
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RESULTS
Sunday, 11 April 2021

NAV EST
Offshore

Elapsed 
minutes Nav Est

Points 
Actual

Points 
Net

Margaret Rintoul 214 220 6 6

Phoebe 197 235 38 25

Out of the Blue 216 240 24 24

Rapunzel 222 240 18 18

Out of Sight 223 240 17 17

Windflyt 206 0 206 25

Allegro 198 233 35 25

As You Do 205 224 19 19

Viva 217 0 217 25

Carabella V 177 190 13 13

About Time 190 145 45 25

(Zero Nav Est didn't participate)

Saturday 10 April - Race 1

Offshore Race 1
Place Sail No. Name Skipper Club Finish Elapsed PHS Corrected Points

1 353 Margaret Rintoul Bruce Gould RSYS 14:34:28 03:34:28 0.8552 03:03:25 1

2 5151 Phoebe Paul Thackray RSYS 14:17:27 03:17:27 0.95 03:07:34 2

3 698 Out of the Blue John van Ogtrop & Stephen Grenville & Kars Meyboom RSYS 14:35:45 03:35:45 0.8756 03:08:55 3

4 3458 Rapunzel Richard & Sandy Lawson RSYS 14:41:51 03:41:51 0.855 03:09:41 4

5 6967 Out of Sight Eric Duggin RSYS 14:42:58 03:42:58 0.8663 03:13:09 5

6 8484 Windflyt Douglas Sturrock RSYS 14:25:50 03:25:50 0.945 03:14:30 6

7 6321 Allegro John Taylor RSYS 14:17:41 03:17:41 0.9948 03:16:39 7

8 7124 As You Do Ross Littlewood RSYS 14:25:10 03:25:10 0.9699 03:19:00 8

9 129 Viva Ken Hudson CYCA 14:37:23 03:37:23 0.9298 03:22:08 9

10 C SYD25 Carabella V Matthew McCann RSYS 13:57:24 02:57:24 1.1474 03:23:33 -

11 567 About Time Julian Farren-Price CYCA 14:09:32 03:09:32 1.11 03:30:23 10

Overall Start: 11:00

Goodbye Sydney

Hello Broken Bay



Evening mooring, food & beverage supplies, inshore marks.

CHART
51st Annual Squadron Cruise Sunday, 11 April 2021
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WEATHER
Sunday, 11 April 2021

Saturday 10 April

Sunday 11 April

Monday 12 April

Tuesday 13 April

SITUATION

As at Wednesday 7 April

Low pressure is presently off 
the SE QLD coast – that low 
will move slowly SE to be cen-
tral Tasman Sea later

Friday 9 and then on to south-
ern NZ to slip around the South 
Island later Saturday to early 
Sunday 11, The low

will push some bigger E swell 
onto the NSW coast on Friday 
and then a SE-S swell onto the 
coast at the weekend.

A strong SW front will come 
north from TAS and VIC with 
strong offshore SW winds on 
Sunday 11 – the gusty

SW wind will slowly ease 
Monday 12 as high pressure 
comes in across eastern NSW. 
That high pressure will

shift to the northern Tasman 
and a bout of further SW then S 
winds will come to the NSW 
coast on Thursday

15, easing FRI 16 as the next 
high pressure system pushes on 
to the NSW coast on Friday 16.

Forecast for the Week from Our
Weather Man, Roger Badham

FORECAST

Saturday 10
WIND  SE-E/20-15-10 easing all morning 
then SE-E shifting back S-SW/10-15 
afternoon
SEAS  2m E swell/waves shifting around 
to be 1.5-2m waves from S-SW
WEATHER  partly cloudy with possible 
shower or 2 – mainly morning; top temp 
low to mid 20’s

Sunday 11
WIND  WSW-SW/20-30 – an offshore 
breeze
SEAS  2-3m S swell/waves
WEATHER  mostly sunny; top temps low 
20’s

Monday 12
WIND  SW-S//20-15-10 easing all 
morning then S-SE-E-ENE/5-10 afternoon
SEAS  2-3m SSW swell/waves
WEATHER  mostly sunny with top temps 
around 20.

Tuesday 13
WIND  offshore W-NW/6-12 shifting to 
N-NE/12-16 afternoon
SEAS  2m S-SE waves
WEATHER  mostly sunny with top temps 
mid 20’s

Wednesday 14
WIND  offshore NW-W/15-20
SEAS 1.5m SE waves
WEATHER  sun/cloud with top temps mid 
to high 20’s.

Thursday 15
WIND  S-SE/14-18
SEAS 1.5m SE waves
WEATHER  mostly cloudy with a few 
showers

Friday 16
WIND  SE/25-20-15-10 easing all day
SEAS  2m SE waves dropping later in the 
day
WEATHER  fairly cloudy with some 
morning showers

Saturday 17
WIND  NW/12-15 morning then 
N-NE/10-15
SEAS  1.2m E-WNE waves
WEATHER fairly sunny
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